A complete description for early resistance change and mechanical stress evolution in near-bamboo interconnects, related to the electromigration, is given in this paper. The proposed model, for the first time, combines the stresslvacancy concentration evolution with the early resistance change of the AI line with a nearbamboo microstructure, which has been proven / I / to be a fast technique for prediction of the MTF of a line compared to the conventional (accelerated) stress.
INTRODUCTION
A serious reliability concem in the last decade for IC manufhcturen is electromigration, deiined as mass transport resulting from the momentum transfer between the conducting electrons and lattice atoms.
The measurement of srnall resistance changes in the early stages of electromigration has gained considerable interest in the last few years, a reasonable amount of data being available /2,3/. The contradictory behaviour of increase of resistance w i t h time made very difficult to capture all effects in one model. The present paper extends and improves the existed models /4,5,6,7/ correlating the mechanical stress/vacancy concentration with early resistance changes of the Al lines.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
It is generally assumed that there is a linear relation between a change in vacancy concentration and small resistance changes due to electromigration. In our model electromigration is .
SIMULATION RESULTS (7)
Simulation results show the relative resistance change ( fig. l) profiles of the two clusters can overlap and reinforce each other, as shown in fig. 8 and fig. 10 .
The discontinuity in the slope of the linear increase of the resistance in time can be correlated to different regimes in stress evolution. We can distinguish in cluster interactions: an initial, non interactive regime ( fig. 8) and at longer times, the interaction regime ( fig. lo) , when the stress profiles of the clusters overlap.
4.CONCLUSIONS
The erratic behaviour of resistance change can be seen in measurement and it can be correlated to different regimes in cluster interaction. Cluster interaction plays a large role in determining line reliability. 
